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Hope for the Northeast?
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INTRODUCTION:

The ‘Look East’ policy (LEP) initiated by the Government of India in the early 1990s, generated

considerable optimism in the Northeastern region of India. Beset with partition-inflicted

geographical isolation and persistent economic retardation for decades, the region suddenly

saw in the policy an opening of opportunities for breaking free from the shackles of isolation

and progressing by linking with the prosperous Southeast Asian economies. As these

expectations have remained mostly unrealised for nearly two decades, a realistic assessment

of the prospects the policy holds for the region has become necessary. The present paper is

induced by this necessity. The paper first looks at the origin and the contents of the policy

and then takes up its implication for the northeast region of India.

THE POLICY AND ITS MANIFESTATION:

On getting political independence from colonial rule, as India aspired to achieve rapid economic

development, it looked to the west for both setting up development goals and selecting the

path to achieve the goals. While the strategy of development through rapid industrialization

was induced by the industrialized structures of the developed economies of North America

and Western Europe, adoption of economic planning for implementing the strategy was inspired

by the success of central planning in the erstwhile USSR. With this approach, India managed

to achieve moderate GDP growth of 3.6% per annum in the three decades from 1951 to 1980

in which balance of payments problem was almost chronic, inflation rate often ran high in the

10 to 15% range and there was very little reduction in poverty. At the beginning of that period,

most countries of East and Southeast Asia economically stood at similar footings as India.

But adopting a market oriented export-led approach, some countries in the East started

making big strides and by mid 1970s left India well behind. The economic success of the four

Asian Tigers -South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore, however, did not greatly

inspire the Indian policy makers. The export-led market oriented strategy of these small

countries was thought to be inapplicable for a large country like India. It was only after the

larger Southeast Asian countries of Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia came to be hailed to

the Newly Industrialized Countries (NIC) category, planners and policy makers in India were

made sit up and look to the East.

Meanwhile opinion for changes in India’s economic policy had been building up in the academic

circle right from the early 1970s. Bhagwati demonstrated how expensive and inefficient had

India’s import substitution policy been and called for change (Bhagwati and Desai 1970,

Bhagwati and Srinivasan 1975). Inspired by the success of limited liberalization of the 1980,
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there were calls for further reforms to free the ‘caged tiger’, a phrase used to describe the

control ridden Indian economy. Finally the reforms had to be unleashed as severe balance of

payments crisis forced the country to borrow from the IMF and adopt the structural adjustment

programme that was tagged with the loan (Jalan 1992). The reforms broadly consisted of

internal liberalization leading to freeing industry and enterprise from excessive government

control, phasing out of reservation for the public sector and opening up externally by switching

to a market determined exchange rate of currency, lowering tariffs and easing entry of foreign

capital. The ‘Look East’ policy, without being an integral part of the reform package, came as

a logical extension of it.

Dated back to 1992, the ‘Look East’ policy of the Government of India has in fact never been

formally stated. In the words of Pudaite, a former Indian diplomat hailing from Mizoram who

was involved in shaping the policy, it broadly refers to “the ongoing process of a series of

initiatives for broadening and deepening our economic and other cooperation with the countries

in the dynamic growth regions of Southeast and Northeast Asia” (Pudaite 2007: 8). In practice,

its manifestation can be seen in the form of India’s expanding trade relation with countries of

East and Southeast Asia and attempts to forge closer economic ties with these countries by

involving in multi-country regional formations.

With the adoption of the Look East Policy, trade relationship of India with the eastern countries

expanded rapidly. Apart from the dip in the volume of trade during the East Asian economic

crisis in the late 1990s, in India’s trade with the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)

region has had rising trend (Sen et al 2004). The composition of the Indo-ASEAN trade has also

undergone change from predominance of primary products to manufactures (Sarma and Mehta,

2002). In the last decade, India’s trade ties with China have also had an upward trend.

In a bid to enhance economic ties with the eastern neighbours, India has got engaged with

these countries in several regional formations such as BIMSTEC, Makon Ganga Cooperation

(MGC) and Kunming Initiative. Efforts are now on for formation of India-ASEAN Free Trade Area.

Initially conceived as a group for economic cooperation among Bangladesh, India, Myanmar,

Sri Lanka and Thailand, BIMSTEC was expanded 2004 to include Nepal and Bhutan and

renamed as Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation.

The group has already adopted a Framework Agreement for a BIMSTEC Free Trade Area,

which is scheduled to be established over a period of nine years starting from 2006.

The Mekong-Ganga Cooperation (MGC) was launched in Vientiane, Laos on November 10,

2000 when officials from India, Myanmar, Thailand, Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam issued a

‘Vientiane Declaration’ on the framework for cooperation. As of now the goals of this project

has been kept limited to promotion of tourism, improvement of surface and air connectivity,

development of IT network, fostering closer social ties through cultural exchanges and university

level networking etc. among the member countries. The initiative is sometimes criticised as

being designed by India to counter-balance the influence of China in the region, as China is

not included in the group. (Allison, 2001).

Adopted in a conclave of non-official think tank groups and businessmen in 1999 in Kunming,

the capital of Yunnan Province of China, the Kunming Initiatives  aim to explore ways of sub-
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regional economic and cultural cooperation encompassing Bangladesh, China (especially its

South-Western part), India (primarily the  Northeast region) and Myanmar (BCIM). The main

thrust of the forum has been to exhort government concerned to improve communication between

South-western region of China and the North-eastern region of India by developing appropriate

road, rail, waterway and air links. More specifically, a call was made to revive the ancient silk

route between Assam and Yunnan – the target being on opening the Stilwell1 Road. The likely

benefit for the countries and regions involved has been summed up by Indiresan (2000) as:

“Geography being what it is, …while the North-eastern region will always be a corner of India, it

can at the same time become the Gateway of India to the east and, thereby, the hub of

international commerce between India and the fastest growing economies of the world. Yunnan

has a self interest in reviving these links as that will provide direct access to India and western

markets, which otherwise will involve a 7000 km detour round Hong Kong and Singapore.

Myanmar and Bangladesh also have their own self interest and are keen to reap the economic

benefit of entrepot trade”. Despite the apparent win-win scenario for the different countries and

the regions involved, the follow-up of the Kunming initiatives has been rather slow. Some analysts

attribute this slow progress to India’s reluctance to open the roads because of fear of Chinese

goods flooding the markets, extremist groups in Northeast finding easier passage and also

increased drug trafficking and its associated problems (Maitra, 2003).

The fact that progress on BIMSTEC cooperation has been much quicker and decisive than in

cases of initiatives involving China lends some credence to the argument. However, the scenario

can be expected to change in coming years. With India–China trade slated to expand in

volume and India moving into closer economic ties with Myanmar and Bangladesh (both

having closer ties with China) through BIMSTEC and also through bilateral involvement, the

mistrusts and difficulties involved in India’s dealing with its eastern neighbours is likely to

ease, clearing the way for faster progress of her opening up to the east through the Northeast.

As Baruah puts it, “A Sino-Indian rapprochement is not out of the question. Such a

rapprochement could energize the Kunming Initiative. Indo-Chinese cooperation on developing

transportation infrastructure could link Northeast India to Yunnan as well as to rest of Southeast

Asia” (Baruah, 2004: p 227)

THE LEP AND INDIA’S NORTH-EAST REGION:

The Look East Policy generated considerable optimism in the Northeast region of the country

which had persistently lagged behind the rest of India in pace of economic development ever

1 Named after General Stilwell of the USA, the Stilwell Road was originally developed to transport

war support from British India to China during the Second World War. It originates from the

railhead at Lido in the north-eastern corner of Assam, crosses over from India through Phangshu

Pass in Arunachal Pradesh, menders through northern Myanmar and ends up in Yunnan province

of China. Of the total length of 1726 kilometres of the road, 61 kilometres fall in India, 1033

kilometres in Myanmar and the remaining 632 kilometres in China. As of now a stretch starting

from Phangsu going about 300 kilometres into Myanmar’s territory is not motorable.The rest of

the road has been developed into double lane highway with Chinese support. Thus, with

development of the Indo-Myanmar portion of the road the route can be revived for connecting

Northeast India through northern Myanmar right into south-eastern China.
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since the time of independence (Bezbaruah 2010). Partition of the country in 1947 snapped

most of its connectivity with the rest of India and the world. Resultant geographical isolation

and the consequent hike in the cost of movement of man and material to and from the region

suddenly halted the industrialization process taking place in the region during the colonial

period and have since remained as a drag on the region’s economic progress. The prospect

of opening up eastward and connecting to the prosperous East and Southeast Asian economies

aroused expectation of being freed from this shackle of geographical isolation. But as the

initial euphoria settled down, several doubts started surfacing questioning the prospects

such expectations turning into reality.

WILL THE LEP BY-PASS THE REGION?

Doubts have been raised about Northeast India being able to produce significant exportable

surplus to meaningfully take part in the trade. Such doubts are however not necessarily

warranted. For, opening up of trading may unleash new dynamics leading to emergence of

new opportunities. Assam, for instance, can look to export its excess refinery products in the

nearby markets than marketing the same distant parts of India which will involve higher

transport cost. Indian manufactured products originating outside the region are now informally

exported across Indo-Myanmar border. Once trade in these items across this border is

legalised, the Indian manufacturers will be able to explore and exploit markets in the east

more extensively. The way the Chinese have established production centres near the border

and even inside Myanmar to penetrate into cross border markets, the Indian manufacturers

can set up production base in the Northeast for catering to the markets in Myanmar and

beyond. There are now added economic incentives for doing so as an attractive package of

fiscal and other concessions has been provided for new industrial units in the region under

the North East Industrial and Investment Promotion Policy 2007 of the Government of India.

Even if the region does not produce exportable goods in any significant scale, the region will

still be able to export variety of services, such as transportation, hospitality, financial services,

health care and education. The ripple effect of trade in services will benefit the goods producing

sectors at the secondary level.

The critical question in this context is whether the enhanced trade between India and her

eastern neighbours will flow through the Northeast India-Myanmar corridor.

To the extent that the merchandise needs to be transported between mainland India and

Southeast Asia, the continental route through Northeast India and Myanmar has a competing

alternative in the form of the maritime route across the Bay of Bengal. Summing up the issue

Baruah (2004: p 23) writes, “Northeast India thinks Southeast Asian countries as their

neighbours. But in the maritime sense the east coast of India – Orissa, Andhra or Tamil Nadu

– is also next-door to Southeast Asia. Indeed, historically mainland India’s ties with Southeast

Asia is more maritime-oriented than continental….As it has been in the past, even in modern

times it is cheaper and less troublesome for India to trade with Southeast Asia by sea than

by land. The land route not only goes through a difficult physical terrain, there is a perception

that the route is full of danger. It may be tempting, therefore, for India to have relationship with

Southeast Asia that is primarily maritime rather than continentally oriented.”
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It is true that little of the expanding India-ASEAN or for that matter the China-India trade, has

taken place through the Northeast India-Myanmar continental route. But as this continental

route has not even been explored yet, it is difficult to dismiss the route as economically

unviable for carrying out any such trade. With the existing state of connectivity, the land

routes today are perhaps not conducive for India to trade with countries beyond Myanmar.

But the Trans Asian Railway and Highway projects initiated and pursued by UN-ESCAP,

coupled with planned connectivity improvements in Northeast India-Myanmar region can in

future turn the cost calculation favourable for the continental route.

Connectivity across Indo-Myanmar Border
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